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Since the pandemic, the world of eCommerce has not been left 

idle. According to ‘Statistics Netherlands’, their latest report 

indicated that 80 new webshops are created every week. This 

means there is plenty of development opportunities and room 

for new technologies in this space. But how can you stand out 

from the crowd with these emerging trends? The only answer is 

the omnichannel approach. 



An omnichannel strategy is a technique that enables you to give 

clients a seamless experience across all the channels your 

customers utilise when interacting with your brand. It includes all 

of your brand's digital and physical touchpoints, from a point of 

sale to an Instagram shoppable post (P.S. it's not just for retailers 

anymore). 



Large organizations are putting more emphasis on their 

omnichannel experience, ranging from smart multitouch 

campaigns to opulent dining and in-store experiences. Small 

businesses can also participate in the omnichannel game. So 

how can you bring your eCommerce platform to the next level? 

We’re here to help. 


Introduction



The 

Event
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Future of Commerce 
2022

In October 2022, we hosted an event designed to 

exponentially accelerate eCommerce brands' online business 

growth. We had talks by amazing speakers like Natalia Horvath 

(Diageo), Shally Luo (GrandVision), Daniel Gebler (Picnic) and 

Leander Jansen (Patta). During their sessions, they shared 

some of the tried-and-true techniques and insider secrets 

that the world's most successful companies employ to expand 

and increase profits. 



Not only did we have fantastic speakers but the attendees 

consist of like-minded professionals from Ace & Tate, Filling 

Pieces, Marie-Stella-Maris, America Today, YAYA, Tony's 

Chocolonely, ØLÅF, Ateljé, DPD, Crocs, Getir, Rituals, Buddha to 

Buddha, ICI PARIS XL, and O'Neill, to name a few. The event 

hosted a variety of interactive learning opportunities, including 

small group roundtables, speaker Q&A sessions, creative think 

tanks, and workshops. 




The 

Speakers
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Strategic Partner Manager EMEA at Gorgias 

and Founder of Tartan Scarf Co.

Neil 

Forrest 



Head of Digital Strategy at Boretti

Peter

Godijn

Global Head of Digital at GrandVision


(e.g. Pearle)

Shally

Luo

IT Lead at Patta

Leander 
Jansen

CTO at Picnic

Daniel

Gebler


Head of Omnichannel Marketing 


at Diageo (e.g. Guinness)

Natalia

Horvath

The

Speakers

https://www.linkedin.com/in/neilforrestlondon/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/petergodijn/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shallyluo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leander-jansen-407915107/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danielgebler/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/horvathnatalia/
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Yordy

van der Werff 
Creative partner at Rōnin Amsterdam

CEO at Under Reality

Andy 
Berendsen

eCommerce Expert at Under Reality Horvath

Dylan

Laseur

The

Speakers

Account Executive at Klaviyo

Tessa 
McManus 



Head of Benelux & Nordics Expansion 


at Shopify x Former

Benjamin

Lang 



Lead UX Designer at Rōnin Amsterdam


Ewoud

Offenberg

https://www.linkedin.com/in/yordyvanderwerff/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andyberendsen/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dylan-laseur-058190131/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mcmanustessa/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benjamin-lang/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ewoud-offenberg-a16663ba/




Omni-channel commerce is more than just the addition of 

new sales channels and communications methods. It is 

about designing the customer's user experience. The 

customer is placed at the center of the strategy and 

everything works out from there. Therefore, omnichannel 

shopping experiences remove the friction from moving 

across different touchpoints, making it easier for the 

customer to complete their journey. 



However, the majority of the companies do not have any 

ideas about how to succeed in omnichannel approach. So, 

at this event, we invited guest speakers from leading 

companies


to give us an opportunity to think about what we can do 

now for omnichannel commerce.



Let's think together about the future of commerce.


What is omnichannel approach?

Omnichannel is 

no longer a buzzword
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The evolution of 
omnichannel 
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Past / Present / Future
Where omnichannel started

Just before the turn of the century, the terms "omnichannel retailing" and 

"omnichannel shopping" were not widely recognised. The significance and 

use of omnichannel became apparent with the development of the 

market and remarkable channel proliferation. Any brand that isn't aware of 

or using some form of an omnichannel strategy today is in the minority.



In 2010, marketers were first exposed to the idea of omnichannel. A 

purchasing experience that goes beyond multi-channel retailing is what 

the phrase "omni-channel retailing" refers to. This concept predicted that 

successful marketers will increasingly rely on omnichannel strategies in 

the years to come. 



The term "omnichannel" gained popularity in 2013 among marketers and 

consumers. According to a 2013 Huffington Post article, the proliferation 

of cellphones was the driving force behind the emergence of 

omnichannel as customers started to treat brick and mortar stores like a 

showroom. 



Skipping forward, in 2017, the interest in the omnichannel approach 

started to build traction. While other early adopters start to spend more 

extensively, others start to thrive by linking every touch point. The 

minority of businesses (Apple, Starbucks, etc.) that do use a fully 

omnichannel strategy are in a position to have a huge competitive 

advantage. 



The widespread adoption of omnichannel as a foundational element of 

the majority of retail strategies is in full swing in 2019. What was once a 

buzzword, omnichannel has evolved into a requirement for retailers who 

wish to maintain their competitiveness. 
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Past / / Future Present 
What is the situation?current 

Customers are picky, and the competition is fierce. How can brands stand 

out while also fulfilling customer expectations in the disrupted retail market 

when brick-and-mortar stores have been pushed online? Overcoming the 

difficulties of multichannel retail and implementing an integrated strategy, 

personalized experience are the solutions.



What do the  indicate?



Brands that were early adopters of omnichannel marketing in recent years 

had tremendous returns, with some of the best omnichannel marketing 

tactics boasting 89% customer retention rates. 



Customers become desensitized as more and more firms switched from a 

multichannel and cross-channel strategy. Customer engagement across all 

channels is starting to become commonplace rather than exceptional. 

Individualized customer experiences are no longer an "added bonus". 



figures

Currently, over 90% of retailers either have an omnichannel strategy in 

place or are expecting to do so soon. 87% of retailers think omnichannel is 

an essential component of retail marketing. 



Although omnichannel commerce 


has been given :



Only 8% of companies claim to have mastered it. Another 12% are equipped 

with the necessary software to begin an omnichannel strategy. The 

approach of more than half of the merchants polled is described as a "work 

in progress." 19% of people think it's a "battle" or "pipedream." Although 

omnichannel deployment is intended, most retail brands' execution still falls 

short of expectations.


a lot of attention
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Past / Present / Future
The  of omnichannel commerce future
Retail brands must decide whether to stay up with omnichannel retailing's 

growing acceptance or fall behind given the potential effects it can have on 

customer experience and customer lifetime value. Maintaining a pulse on 

omnichannel retailing is therefore more crucial than ever. 



 marketing



To give customers immersive, engaging experiences who switch between 

in-person and online buying, or hybrid customer experiences, phygital 

marketing combines digital and physical interactions. Customers will 

continue to utilize mobile to improve their in-store experience even though 

eCommerce is expected to expand 50% from 2021 to 2025 to $7.3 billion.



Brands can create a physical marketing experience that combines the best 

of both by combining the comfort and flexibility of online purchasing with 

the sensory engagement of in-store shopping, which people still prefer.



Phygital More " ," less digital



If omnichannel strategies for retail brands had any flaws, the pandemic's 

rapid democratization of retail simply served to highlight them. The 

pandemic brought about a wave of change that struck the retail industry 

quickly and hard, and for the first time, the customer was given authority.



Customers were suddenly given a ton of choices about how and when they 

interacted with brands, as well as which brands they interacted with, thanks 

to the number of internet possibilities at their disposal. Your clients want 

the freedom and flexibility to interact with your business wherever they 

choose, whether that be online or in person. 


phygital
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Nothing beats word of mouth. 92% of customers place more 

trust in recommendations from friends and family than any 

other type of promotion.


Gain more references 

Multichannel clients spend 10% more online than those who 

only use one channel. Leading retailers prioritize long-term 

success.



Increased sales

Having an online and offline store is not sufficient. The goal 

should be to make it natural and fluent for customers to make 

purchases through any channel. 


Connecting offline and online

Businesses see advantages from omnichannel strategies 

such as improved operational efficiencies and cost savings. 

Increased efficientcy in operation

The omnichannel approach benefits businesses by having a 

better understanding of their inventory and the flexibility to 

fulfil requests from any location. 


Improve inventory turnove

Customers are prioritized in an omnichannel experience, so it 

makes sense that they would want to stick with companies 

that put them first. 

Boost customer life time value (LTV)

Advantages of the omnichannel approach
Your busienss can benefit from omnichannel approach. Here is a brief summary of the advantages you can get from omnichannel strategy.



Our 
Partners



Gorgias is a support desk platform that provides what 

money cannot: extra time. Additional time can help you 

provide personalized client experiences that will keep 

purchasers returning again and again.



Gorgias manages client communications for over 8,000 

D2C eCommerce firms. Email, social media channels, SMS, 

direct messaging, live chat, and phone are all powered by 

machine learning, which automates up to 25% of your 

frequently asked questions and interacts seamlessly with 

Shopify to provide great customer care.



With Gorgias' array of automations and capabilities, 

customer care teams can answer enquiries faster and more 

personal. They also benefit from Gorgias' extensive reports, 

which track service response times and provide 

performance measures. Gorgias clients may continuously 

improve their customer experience by learning from the 

insights in these reports.




Klaviyo understands marketing. They recognize that 

customer data is critical to effective marketing efforts, and 

they see that most eCommerce enterprises struggle to 

make the best use of their consumer data.



That is why they compile all of your consumer data into one 

location. Klaviyo customers easily create marketing 

experiences across email and owned channels, resulting in 

increased revenue.



Real-time updates are made to customer profiles, 

transactions, browsing history, support tickets, website 

events, and text messages. Profiles are easily categorized, 

and marketing initiatives are directed solely at the most 

receptive and relevant groups.




More and more eCommerce businesses are migrating to 

Shopify in search of reliable store foundations. Shopify is a 

user-friendly eCommerce platform that helps businesses 

build an online store and sell through one streamlined 

dashboard. 



Shopify merchants can build a modern online store and sell 

on social media sites, seller marketplaces, other blogs and 

websites and via email, text and chat. In-person selling is a 

snap on Shopify too, with its built-in point-of-sale (POS) for 

retail stores, pop-up shops, market sales and more.



So, while you focus on creating and advertising outstanding 

products, Shopify handles tech intricacies behind the 

scenes, making your transition online seamless. Shopify 

Markets is the future of international eCommerce and will 

assist many store owners in going global.






Upcoming

Trends
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Data / AI / Automation
What is the significance of data in eCommerce?
In the last two years, the world has changed tremendously, and eCommerce is no exception. There's something in the air that wasn't there before, and 

eCommerce enterprises are facing new problems. Data is your most significant tool for overcoming these obstacles and navigating this new eCommerce 

environment.


Data science to push you forward

The impact of data on the modern world is extensive. Data 

science has altered every business on the planet, and it is 

now the go-to tool for fostering growth and forging a 

competitive advantage in any field, from politics to elite 

sports.



eCommerce is a new area for data science, but most 

direct-to-consumer firms have been slow to realize it. A 

handful of companies are making progress, but data 

remains a mostly unexplored path for the great majority. 


What does it mean in eCommerce to be data-driven?


Data-driven eCommerce brands use data analysis results to make shop optimization 

decisions. They run trials based on theories derived from stored data to improve their 

conversion rate. 



Whereas data-informed brands frequently estimate where a button should go or rely on gut 

feeling or instinct to determine which colour it should be, data-driven brands will test to 

identify which position and which colour generates the best results.
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Data /  / AutomationAI
AI for commerce?

Benefits of leveraging artificial intelligence

The development of AI technology over the previous several years has made it an important tool for increasing sales and streamlining business processes. Even a 

large number of tiny e-commerce companies are utilising AI-capable technologies. 


With the help of chatbots and virtual 

assistants, you may provide the 

impression of providing higher-touch 

customer service. 

Improved 


customer service

Automating processes like product 

suggestions, loyalty discounts, basic 

customer care, and more is possible 

with AI.

Smooth transition 


to automation

Price optimisation With AI-enabled dynamic pricing, you 

can adjust the price of your product 

based on supply and demand. 

You can understand what your 

consumers want and convey the most 

effective message by analyzing large 

data from purchase histories and other 

customer interactions.

Personalisation
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Data / AI / Automation
Set up your marketing automation

Benefits of marketing automation

Marketing automation is a must-have for modern marketing teams as it can help your business succeed. When it is thoughtfully integrated, it creates grounds 

for healthy, long-term relationships with your customers. So why should your business use marketing automation? 

Customers want companies to treat 

them like individuals and personalised 

marketing is a great way to do this. 

Marketing automation tools simplify the 

process of getting the right content to 

the right buyer at the right time. 

Personalising the 

customer journey

Build a 360-degree 

view of your 

customers

Integrating automation with a CRM 

system helps you dive deeper into 

detailed behavioural tracking, the 

pages your customers visit, the content 

they enjoy, and their buying behaviour. 

Lead nurturing refers to how you 

communicate to leads once they are 

generated, to convert them to 

customers. 

Nurturing leads
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Designed different. We work at the speed of 

culture to create meaningful design for big and 

small brands who want to step-up and stand out. 

Ronin Amsterdam

Headless system allows you to sell your product 

anywhere online without being restricted.

What is headless Shopify? | 

Everything you need to know

We help our clients find their way in new era, and 

find how to embrace new technologies that give 

them a competitive advantage.

Under Reality

The metaverse is the place where two previously 

independent worlds of commerce collide.

Metaverse X eCommerce

Our 'unique selling point' is we begin where every 

other agency stops. We deliver high-quality work, 

while leveraging the best techniques available. 

Flatline Agency

Omnichannel and multi-channel: what’s the 

difference? We’re going to be elaborating on the 

differences.

Omnichannel versus Multichannel


Read more

Read more

Read more

Read more

Read more

Read more

Further

Reading
If you would like to know more about 

omnichannel commerce, we have the 

some interesting articles related to this 

topic.  

https://www.roninamsterdam.com/
https://underreality.com/
https://www.flatlineagency.com/
https://www.flatlineagency.com/blog/headeless-shopify/
https://underreality.com/insights/metaverse-x-ecommerce/
https://www.flatlineagency.com/blog/omnichannel-versus-multichannel/


Waiting for the future is not our job.


Creating the future of commerce is our job.

Future of Commerce 2022 was hosted for the purpose of exponentially accelerating 

eCommerce brands' around Amsterdam. The main objective of the event was to further 

discuss the omnichannel approach and how this should be introduced to your 

eCommerce platforms. Why was this our focus? In recent years,  this concept has become 

increasingly popular due to the changes in the market, however, companies struggle to 

implement it seamlessly and correctly. 



From our sessions we intended to give the audience insight into what the effective 

omnichannel marketing is, and how your business can adopt omnichannel-approach 

through our event. 



We appreciate that speakers from leading companies participated in our event and share 

their knowledge about the future of commerce. 

Conclusion

Watch the event video

https://youtu.be/b9DVCglTpBQ
https://youtu.be/b9DVCglTpBQ


Yordy van der Werff


Ronin Amsterdam


+31 20 23 86 342


info@roninamsterdam.com

Andy Berendsen


Under Reality


+31 20 30 86 100


info@underreality.com

Dylan Laseur


Flatline Agency


+31 20 21 01 668


amsterdam@flatlineagency.com

If you’re interested in building 

something new together for your 

e-commerce business, get in 

touch with us now to have a chat.


Contact us



Lorem ipsum 

dolor sit amet

See you

 next year!

Lorem ipsum 

dolor sit amet


